Furdinkum British Shorthair Cattery
Queensland Feline Association No: QFA1060

Cat/Kitten Contract

Cat/Kitten name: FURDINKUM _________________________
__________________ Sex: NEUTERED _________

Date of birth:

____________ QFA Reg No: pending ______

Sire: _____________________ Colour:

________________

Dam: ___________________ Colour: ________________
Purchaser's name: _________________________________
Address:
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
Phone: ___________________ Mobile: _________________
Email: ____________________________________________
Price of Cat/Kitten: $ ________________________________

Payment
Deposit: $ ________________________________________
Cost including all charges for shipping: __________________
Purchased a cat/kitten as:
A(Pet)___X_____(Breeder)_________(Show)
____________
Date of purchase: ___________________________________

Purchaser agrees
conditions of sale:-

to

the

4. Purchaser agrees not to re-sell, give away, lease, loan, rent or
abandon this cat/kitten. If the purchaser can no longer care for this
cat/kitten, FURDINKUM CATTERY regains full rights to
ownership and the cat/kitten is to be returned to us without protest.
This is in effect for the lifetime of the cat/kitten.
5. Purchaser agrees to care for the cat/kitten with best possible diet,
fresh water at all times, clean housing, and a good standard of
health care, including maintaining up to date vaccines and proper
parasite prevention.

Website: www.furdinkum.com
Email: info@furdinkum.com
Phone: 0447740940

Color:

3. Purchaser agrees to never strike or otherwise harm this cat/kitten.

following

6. Purchaser should consider having the cat/kitten examined by a
vet within 3 days of purchase for a routine health exam at owners’
expense. Should a licensed Veterinarian uncover a pre-existing
condition within the 3 days, purchaser has the option to return the
cat/kitten to the breeder until condition is cleared.
7. If purchased as a pet, purchaser agrees to neuter/spay this cat
between 6 to 8 months of age, if not already done so. If said cat is
an adult, it will be spayed/neutered within 30 days of purchase, if
not already done so. Once the purchaser has provided a vets
statement of spaying or neutering, then registration papers will be
provided.
8. If purchased as a pet, Purchaser agrees not to use for breeding
this cat/kitten without written permission of the Breeder. If the
violation of the ban on breeding, the Purchaser pays a fine equal to
the price of the cat to the Breeder.
9. If purchased is a breeder, purchaser agrees to breed this cat to
high quality cats only from top bloodlines, with aim of improving
the breed, and also agrees to sell all pet quality kittens desexed
before leaving their cattery. Under no circumstances are any kittens
produced by this cat to be sold to a pet store and are not to be sold
onto other breeders without the consent of FURDINKUM
CATTERY. This kitten/cat is NOT to be on-sold as an entire or
breeding cat. When the purchaser (breeder) no longer wishes to
breed with this cat, then it is to be desexed and sold to a loving pet
home.
10. If purchased for show, purchaser agrees to show this cat in peak
physical condition only, and to present this cat perfectly groomed.
Purchaser also agrees to breed this cat to high quality cats only
from top bloodlines, with the aim of improving the breed, and also
agrees to sell all pet quality kittens with non-breeding contracts.
Under no circumstances are any kittens produced by this cat to be
sold to a pet store.
11. If this cat/kitten is found to be neglected or mistreated in any
way, purchaser will surrender said cat to Seller, unconditionally.
12. Purchaser understands there are no cash refunds after 72 hours
payment.

PURCHASER AGREES TO THE FOLLOWING
13. Purchaser agrees to pay a non refundable deposit of $200 at a
time that FURDINKUM CATTERY determines.

1. Purchaser agrees that this cat/kitten will be given generous
amounts of love, attention, and entertainment and will always be
treated with love and respect.

BREEDER AGREES TO THE FOLLOWING

2. This cat/kitten will be kept indoors and not be allowed to roam
freely outside. Kittens are easily harnessed/leash trained and enjoy
the outdoors with their owners.

1. Breeder agrees to provide a complete medical record of
vaccinations when the purchase price has been paid and cat/kitten is
transferred.

2. Breeder agrees to provide pedigree and registration papers for
this cat or kitten upon presentation of a veterinarian’s certificate. If
cat or kitten is purchased already altered the registration papers will
be provided upon pickup.

GUARANTEES
1.Cat/kitten is guaranteed to be FLV and FIV negative and
presently FREE of DISEASE. All kittens will also be routinely
treated prevention against worms. Cat/kitten is currently up to date
with all shots and a medical record and history will be provided
upon purchase.
2.This kitten has a two year guarantee against any
congenital/hereditary life threatening defects. This would require a
written confirmation from your vet as to the specific defect and a
replacement kitten would be provided as soon as possible. Should
the cat die within the first year as a direct result of a congenital
defect, the cat will be replaced ONLY if an appropriate autopsy is
performed by a licensed vet and a vet's certificate is provided as
proof of cause of death. A replacement will be made of a cat of
comparable quality and value, as available, at the discretion of the
breeder.

2. Purchaser agrees that this cat/kitten is to remain on the premises
of the original Purchaser and is not to be used for outside breeder
services.
3. If any of the contract terms are breeched, disregarded or broken
in any part of this binding Contract the Purchaser must pay any
court costs that could and may arise by doing any types of these
listed actions. The Cat/Kitten must be returned with signed
registration papers to the Breeder and Purchaser pays shipping and
any other costs that may accumulate.
4. BREEDER RESERVE THE RIGHT TO REFUSE A SALE FOR
ANY REASON AND ANYTIME.
5. Only a deposit will hold cat/kitten for you.
6. Deposit are NON-REFUNDABLE.

The purchase FULL AGREEMENT WITH AND AGREE
TO ABIDE BY ALL THE ABOVE TERMS AND
CONDITIONS OF THIS CONTRACT UNDER THE
FOLLOWING SIGNATURES: -

72 HOUR GUARANTEE
The cat/kitten is guaranteed to be of sound health at the time of
purchase. It is guaranteed for a period of 72 hours after departure
from our cattery, if vet-checked within that time. If however, you
take the cat to the veterinarian during this 72 hr period, the seller
shall not be responsible for any expenses. If the cat should become
ill, while in your care after the 72-hour period, the seller is not
responsible for any expenses, nor obligated to neither take the cat
back, nor replace it. Please note that when transporting kitten’s
illness may result due to stress for young animals traveling. Seller
will not be responsible for illness due to stress during
transportation. If it is found to be medically deficient with an
untreatable or life-threatening problem, it must be reported by the
Veterinary Clinic and returned to the seller immediately. Upon its
return, it will be replaced with another kitten/cat of equal value. If
no replacement is available at that time, seller will have 6 months to
furnish satisfactory replacement. No refunds are given. The
cat/kitten cannot be returned after the guarantee period has expired
for refund or replacement. It is the responsibility of the buyer to
provide immediate veterinary care to any cat/kitten showing signs
of illness or distress, and failure to do so will render any guarantee
null and void. Under no circumstances is a kitten to be destroyed
prior to notification by the buyer to the seller. If a cat/kitten dies
within the guarantee period, despite medical treatment,
compensation in the form of a suitable replacement will be made
ONLY if a veterinarian certifies the cause of death.

BREEDER ADDENDUM
1. Purchaser agrees this cat/kitten is NOT to be resold as a breeder
to any other party and will be neuter/spayed when it’s breeding
services are no longer needed by the original Purchaser .

Purchaser`s signature:------------------------------------------

Date:----------------------------------------------------

Breeder`s signature:---------------------------------------------

Date:---------------------------------------------------

